Contrast enhancement is a prognostic factor in IDH1/2 mutant, but not in wild-type WHO grade II/III glioma as confirmed by machine learning.
Mutation of the isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) gene and co-deletion on chromosome 1p/19q is becoming increasingly relevant for the evaluation of clinical outcome in glioma. Among the imaging parameters, contrast enhancement (CE) in WHO II/III glioma has been reported to indicate poor outcome in the past. We aimed at reassessing the prognostic value of CE in these tumours within the framework of molecular markers using a machine learning approach (random survival forests [RSF]) as well as conventional Cox regression modelling. 301 patients with WHO grade II (n = 181) or grade III glioma (n = 120) were stratified according to their molecular profile. Pre-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was reviewed and volumetric analyses of CE and T2 volumes were performed followed by conventional univariate and multivariate Cox analyses. Furthermore, the dataset was split into discovery and validation datasets, and RSFs were trained on the discovery dataset to predict the individual risk of each patient. Concordance indices for Cox and RSF models were determined and the variable importance of explanatory variables was assessed using the minimal-depth concept. In IDH mut tumours only, both conventional Cox regression modelling and RSF analyses showed that CE on initial MRI is a prognostic factor for survival with dependence on volume (p < 0.05). In contrast, presence of CE on initial MRI was not associated with outcome in IDH wt tumours. In patients with diffuse IDH wt gliomas WHO grade II/III, CE is not associated with survival, whereas in tumours with an IDH mutation, presence of CE on initial MRI is linked to inferior survival.